
ProXtend is Convena Distribution’s private label IT brand - developed 
with and for our customers. 

ProXtend supply IT essentials and accessories for B2B System Integrators, Data Centers, 
E-tailers and more. We strongly believe in close communication with our customers which 
enables us to succesfully stay on top of their needs and market trends.

We focus on what is truly important and supply accordingy.  
From product quality to packaging, ProXtend delivers an 
A-Brand experience.

We are able to offer highly competitive pricing without 
compromising product quality as we do not have additional 
brand expenses that come with the big names.

All our products come with an extended warranty that ranges 
between 3 and 30 years. For specific warranty information 
please refer to your account manager. 
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Home and Office Essentials
The past year has brought a lot of change as our customers have had to work 
from home as well as from the office. 

With the ProXtend range of webcams, monitors  
and headsets we meet the needs for  
home/office essentials.

The ProXtend Team

“ProXtend is a brand built in close 
collaboration with our customers 

to stay on top of their needs.”



What are the main differences between the ProXtend webcams? 

In general, most come with very similar specifications in terms of 
megapixels and optical sensors. Some models come with a privacy 
cover, auto focus or both. All have omni-directional microphones, 
low light compensation and universal mounting clips.

And all models are carefully selected and tested, making sure that 
you are always seen and heard!

The ProXtend line of headsets is designed with the 
business professional in mind. Whether you prefer a 
wired, wireless, mono or stereo headset ProXtend has 
the solution. 

Our complete line of headsets is fully compatible 
with all Windows and Mac systems and comes with 
integrated call buttons optimized for both Skype for 
Business and Microsoft Teams. 

The ProXtend 23.8” and the 27” WQHD 
flat screen monitors both come with thin 
3-sided bezels, perfectly blending into any 
workspace and providing a seamless cross-
screen transition in multiple screen setups. 

In a category of its own, the ProXtend 34” 
UltraWide Curved WQHD monitor can 
easily replace a two-screen setup.

Webcams

Monitors

Headsets



Office Accessories

Multi Hubs

Docking Stations

The ProXtend USB-C Multiport adapter transforms the limited port 
configuration of your laptop, allowing you to install a host of additional 
devices as you would with a traditional desktop workstation.

With a wireless charger, you simply place down your 
phone, smart watch or ear phones to start charging. 
There is no need to plug in a USB-C or Lightning cable.

The ProXtend wireless chargers are made of high qual-
ity, environmentally friendly fabric, and look great in 
any modern office or home.

Our docking stations supports Thunderbolt™ 3, MST or USB-C/USB-A via 
DisplayLink® software, providing a dock for every need.

Expand your workstation from a single laptop 
up to a 3-monitor setup in 4K with the help of 
ProXtend docking stations.

Wireless Chargers

Monitor Arms and Wall Mounts Mouse Security Locks

Privacy Filters Keyboards Bags and Sleeves

Office accessories - upcoming products
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DP HDMI USB-CminiDP

4K
60Hz

Prepare your conference room for guest visits and presentations with ProXtend’s 
range of video adapter rings. Adapter rings are widely used in the broadcast-
ing business, schools, auditoriums, hotels and hospital conference rooms.

The complete range of ProXtend adapter rings supports 4K@60Hz connections 
and comes with a lock and tools to attach the adapter ring to the dedicated 
HDMI cable ensuring that the adapters are securely mounted and ready to 
connect to any device at any time.

4K Video Adapter Rings

Cables
ProXtend is specialized in producing video cables in high quality. Our AV 
customers often have different needs from our B2B customers. We want to 
make sure that all our customers are satisfied. To emphasize this, we have 
a 30 years warranty on all ProXtend cables.

ProXtend covers almost anything in video cables, 
including HDMI, DisplayPort, Mini DisplayPort, DVI 
and VGA. We have more than 40.000 cables in 
stock on 140 item numbers - supporting 1080p, 4K 
and 8K in lengths from 0.5 – 25 meters.

In addition, we offer cables in SLIM line, cables with 
angled connectors and many more types. To find the 
exact cable you are looking for, try our Cable guide 
or contact your local Convena sales office.  



The ProXtend Lighting to USB cable range enables device charging 
via a USB connection, whether it be through a wall charger, desktop, 
laptop or another device with a USB port. The cable may also be 
used for file transfer between devices.

The complete ProXtend Lightning to USB cable range is Apple MFI 
certified, meaning that it detects the power requirements of the device 
you plug it into, and it adapts to your device to protect it from over-
charging and power surges.

The ProXtend Lightning to Audio adapter enables a connection 
between any Lighting port equipped device and headphones 
with a 3.5 audio jack.  
 
AUDIO-LIGHTNING is Apple MFI certified and is extremely 
easy to use – simply plug and play. 

MFI Lightning

Power External

The ProXtend power cables cover a wide range from 
0,5 –10 meters with straight and angled connectors. 
 
The range supports power cables for every single 
country in the world - connecting C5, C7, C13, C14, 
C15, C19, C20 and Open End. 

Audio and Video Adapters
ProXtend offers a wide range of active and passive video 
cable adapters aimed towards audio and video signal 
extension, ensuring a clear and crisp transmission. 



The ProXtend standard assortment 
of fiber cables covers OS2, OM1, 
OM2, OM3, OM4, OM5 with LC, 
SC and ST.

If you have other requirements like 
FC, MTRJ connectors etc. we can 
produce that for you - our flexibility 
is our strength. All our cables come 
in LSZH jackets. 

Each case has its own needs. We can help with all 
kinds of tasks; from price-sensitive projects to projects 
where only the best quality is good enough. 

This is why our Ethernet cables are made in different 
qualities and in different materials. This applies to 
99.9% pure copper, AWG24, LSZH and more, but 
also to CCA, PVC and AWG 26 products.

Let us help you find the right cable for your case.

Ethernet Cables

Fiber Cables

Cables  
- upcoming products

Telephone

Antenna

Power Internal

Power Strips

PDU

Keyboard/Mouse

SATA/SAS

SCSI

Serial/Parallel

Find the right cable with the Cable guide “We want to be your 
One Stop Shop  

on cables.”
The ProXtend Team

Audio and Video Adapters



Laptop Chargers

Memory Modules

USB Flash Drives

The ProXtend AC adapter range covers most 
needs for Microsoft, Lenovo and HP users 
and many more.

Needless to say we also cover everything 
for laptops with USB-C.

The ProXtend line of memory modules covers DDR3 and DDR4 
memory modules for desktops, laptops and servers with a capacity 
ranging between 2 to 64GB and operating speeds of 1333MHz to 
3200MHz.  

The ProXtend USB Flash Drive product range offers a variety 
of storage options: 8GB, 16GB, 32GB, 64GB and 128GB.

• Safety first

• Wide assortment

• Broad compatibility

* The ProXtend AC adapters are in compliance 
with the highest European safety standards.

• Memory modules for Desktop

• Memory modules for Server

• Memory modules for Laptop



Transceivers

PCIe Cards
ProXtend offers a wide range of PCIe audio, 
network and interface cards.  

The cards are 100% compatible with all major 
vendors and deliver increased performance 
and functionality for most demanding server 
and desktop applications. 

ProXtends range of optics cover leading vendors 
such as HP, Aruba, Cisco, Dell, Huawei and Brocade.  
Offering a broad assortment of both copper and fibre 
based transceivers, DAC and AOC Cables.

• Network Cards

• SATA Raid Cards

• SSD Adapter Cards

• Sound Card

• Serial/Parallel Cards

• USB Cards

SSD and HDD Drives

Hotswap trays, 2nd bays, HD kits, Caddys and Brackets

SSD and HDD enclosures

Batteries for Laptops

Batteries for Mobile Phones

More upcoming ProXtend products

• Optical Transceivers

• Copper Transceivers

• DAC Cables

• AOC Cables

Printer and Copiers Toner

Replacement Laptop Displays

Projector Lamps


